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ABOUT FAFAI

OUR MISSION

OUR VALUES

In 1949, a group of entrepreneurs came together to form a fraternity to promote flavours 

and fragrances trade in India. This humble beginning created a sense of unity amongst 

the manufacturers and traders in the industry of Fragrances and Flavours leading to the 

formation of the Fragrances and Flavours Association of India (FAFAI). Within a span of 70 

years, FAFAI has grown into a national association about 850 members from amongst the 

traders and manufacturers in Fragrances, Flavours, Aroma Chemicals, Natural Essential 

Oils, and its ancillaries.

To promote unity and fraternity amongst traders and dealers in the field of 
Fragrances, Flavours, Aroma Chemicals, Natural Essential Oils as well as related allied 
fields, and grow as a recognized International Association.

Innovation Development Growth Customer Satisfaction





3) Agenda & Speakers page: to view the Agenda of the event and to know more about the 
Exhibiting Companies and their respective Speakers.

On the day of the event, please click on the link 
https://www.mieconference.com/fafaiconference 

1) Conference Hall: for attending live sessions hosted by the Exhibiting Companies (you 
may use the text chat feature for interaction and posting your questions during any particular 
session)

2) Sponsors Hall: for interacting with the Sponsors of the event via video chat or text chat 
& to view the company details of the Sponsors.

You will then be redirected to the Lobby Area of the conference, from where you will find tabs 
to enter into the Conference Hall, Sponsors Hall, Agenda & Speakers page & Downloads page, 
the details of which are as under:

To register for the event, please use the link: https://www.mieconference.com/fafai/ 

Niranjan K: +91-8660259585 (Whatsapp)

Live registration link will be active in https://www.mieconference.com/fafaiconference 

For Technical Issues, please contact :

4) Downloads page: for downloading brochures related to the event.

FAFAI VIRTUAL BAZAAR 2022 
Instructions to Join the Event

Event  Information  &  Schedule

FAFAI VIRTUAL BAZAAR is conceived to be a platform for exchange of information and 

highlighting of new or old products, technologies, initiatives or even ideas to all our members. 

Each participating Company will get an exclusive slot of 25 minutes (Companies may combine 

and take a maximum of 2 concurrent slots if they wish) and the event will be open FREE for all 

members (registration compulsory).

Companies may utilize their time to host product presentation, demonstration, speak about 

initiatives or technologies or even host a lecture and / or a Q&A session as per their preference. 

and login using your registered email id.

as well on the day of the event. 



























PROCESSWARE (DIP SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD)

www.processWareDSS.com

DIP SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD. P 561 KAVI BHARTI SARANI 

KOLKATA 700029 WEST BENGAL

+91 98300 34635 | 33 24631614

info@processWareDSS.com

processWare™ and Creative Control Panel™ are the only software solutions designed “ground-up” 

exclusively for Flavors & Fragrance, Aroma Chemicals, Essential Oils, and allied Process 

industries.

Currently, processWare and Creative Control Panel customers are successfully running operations 

in USA, India, UK, EU, Turkey, Malaysia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.

Being industry insiders with over 20 years of experience, we know that Flavor & Fragrance 

regulatory compliance is complex and time-consuming. Ingredients and raw materials may have 

different handling standards and regulatory requirements based on their usage and application, 

from country to country. 

We work with leading industry organizations, such as FCA, WFFC, and NAFFS in USA, FAFAI in 

India, and IFRA and IFEAT globally, to keep up with the latest business trends and regulatory 

issues. With extensive knowledge, background and expertise in these industries, our mission and 

goal are to provide the #1 software solutions at the lowest total cost of ownership for your business.



processWare™ is the #1 software solution designed exclusively for the Flavors & Fragrance, 

Aroma Chemicals, Essential Oils, and allied Process industries. Combining intrinsic features of 

ERP (enterprise resource planning) and CRM (customer relationship management) solutions, 

processWare provides a “holistic” approach to formulation, production and related planning, 

quality assurance, supply-chain, sales-cycle management, and critical regulatory compliance for 

these “essential” businesses.

processWare automatically manages documents such as COA, Specification Sheet, SDS, GHS, 

Ingredient Declaration, IFRA Dosage, Flavor Natural/Identical, Kosher, Halal, DOT, IATA, IMDG 

and Allergen Statements.

Creative Control Panel is specifically designed for the R&D and Project Management needs of 

the Flavors & Fragrance industry. The entire product life cycle is covered from creation and 

development of fragrances or flavors, formulation, evaluation, detailed customer project 

tracking, to submission and sampling.

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



FINE FRAGRANCES PRIVATE LIMITED

    www.finefrag.com

119- JOLLY MAKER CHAMBERS NO-2, 11TH FLOOR, 

NARIMAN POINT    OPP ATLANTA BUILDING MUMBAI 400 021

MAHARASHTRA

 91-22-6145 4000 | 2202 3997 

 finefrag@finefrag.com

We are suppliers of high-quality aroma raw materials, bases and blends. As authorized distributors 

of International Flavors & Fragrances Inc (IFF), sole distributors of LMR Naturals by IFF and 

Symrise terpene-based ingredients in India; our stocks consist of an array of key and unique aroma 

chemicals, pure natural essential oils, absolutes, resinoids and top-quality reconstitutes and 

blends. At Fine Aromatics and Herbal Extracts (FAHE), we manufacture a variety of absolutes and 

resinoids from natural gums and resins. We also blend a wide range of reconstitutes. We are 

passionate about the application of aromas to enhance daily life. Partnering with world leaders and 

innovators of the Flavor & Fragrance Industry, we share the technical know-how about the use of 

speciality ingredients, both synthetic and natural. Our goal is to assist perfumers in selecting 

ingredients that improve a product’s performance or inspire them in ideating future creations. 

Fine Fragrances Pvt. Ltd (FFPL) came into existence in the 1980’s when International Flavors and 

Fragrances Inc. (IFF) collaborated with MJ group of Companies to blend fragrance and flavor 

compounds for leading FMCG brands in India. Since the past 22 years,  FFPL has focused on 

promoting world class aroma raw materials. As established suppliers for aroma raw materials to 

small, mid-sized and large companies for the past three decades, today we have a fast-growing 

loyal customer base of over 500 companies pan India. We are valued for our transparent sourcing, 

unadulterated quality, flexible packing, and prompt deliveries.



Fine Fragrances has a newly upgraded 28,000 square-feet facility in Umbergoan, Gujarat. It 

consists of a modern prefabricated warehouse, a temperature-controlled area to store essential 

oils and naturals and also a separate block for stocking of flavor ingredients. Our product list is 

exhaustive and expanding. In India we import the largest portfolio of ingredients from 

International Flavors and Fragrances Inc. (IFF).  IFF speciality ingredients are consistent in quality 

and offer unique advantages. To highlight a few; newly added Veraspice - is a unique 

multifaceted ingredient, a warm balsamic spice with a sweet, smooth tobacco leaf character and 

dry woody, elegant leathery facets, Orange Flower Ether – works in just touches, an upcycled, 

renewable and readily biodegradable material stable across most applications. Iso Cyclo 

Geraniol, a spicy note that enhances florals, Bornafix, a woody amber note with a substantivity of 

more than 72 hours, Pinoactealdehyde that imparts a light sea breeze feeling to wet laundry and 

many more. LMR naturals by IFF are extracted using the highest industry standards of purity and 

transparency for confident use in cosmetic and aromatherapy applications. LMR Natural’s 

collection includes the best helichrysum oil for healing, the finest lavender oil for relaxation, the 

purest geranium for vitality, the sweetest rose for beauty along with numerous other natural oils 

and absolutes. The Linalool, linalyl acetate, geraniol and nerolex from Symrise are manufactured 

from the CST route, which makes these raw materials sustainable and gentler for the earth. The 

natural gums, resins and absolutes made by Fine Aromatic & Herbal Extracts (FAHE) are of a high 

standard and purity. Our in-house range of reconstitutes offer cost effective solutions for 

making blends. Fine Fragrances' goal for 2022 is to support conscious responsible perfumery and 

true aromatherapy.   

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



GIVAUDAN INDIA PVT LTD

www.givaudan.com

AKRUTI CENTER POINT 4TH FLOOR, MIDC CENTRAL ROAD, MIDC, 

ANDHERI EAST MUMBAI 400093 MAHARASHTRA

+91-22-66625749

mamta.panchal@givaudan.com

Givaudan is a global leader in fragrance & beauty and taste & wellbeing.  We celebrate the beauty 

of human experience by creating for happier, healthier lives with love for nature. Together with 

our customers we deliver food experiences, craft inspired fragrances, and develop beauty and 

wellbeing solutions that make people look and feel good.

With over 185 locations in 52 countries and over 79 production sites, of which 31 are located in 

Europe, 13 in North America, 9 in Latin America, 17 in Asia-Pacific, and 9 across South Asia, the 

Middle East, and Africa, we are committed to driving purpose-led growth that makes a positive 

impact. Innovation has been at the heart of our approach to perfumery and beauty since the 

early days in Grasse in 1768, when Antoine Chiris shaped a thriving business from his passion for 

perfume.

As one of the first pioneers of ‘fragrance chemistry’, Givaudan has been marrying blends of 

essential oils with synthetic fragrance ingredients since 1902. Our portfolio of patented 

fragrance specialities has the power to surprise: discover new olfactive directions, drive 

fragrance performance or consider a more sustainable approach to perfumery.

We have always made history. Our skills lie in adapting as consumer tastes change and the world 

progresses.

Givaudan: Human by nature.



Manufacturers of Flavors, Fragrances, ingredients – naturals & synthetics, Active Beauty.

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



SOOFI TRADERS

www.soofi.in

B-601, KOHINOOR CITY COMMERCIAL 1, KIROL ROAD, 

KURLA WEST, MUMBAI 400070 INDIA

91-22-41686900/ 41686901

sales@soofi.in

SOOFI is in business of Chemical Raw Materials since 1970. We represent several leading global 

companies for a wide range of chemicals, which  we offer for imports. We are also Importers and 

Distributors offering  several chemicals off-the-shelf. Our products are used in several industries 

including Coatings and  Paints, Cosmetics, Flavour & Fragrances, Food Ingredients, Home  

Cleaning products, Hygiene Products, Leather Chemicals, Personal Care Products, 

Pharmaceuticals, Polymers, Soaps and Detergents, Speciality  Chemicals, Textile Auxiliaries, 

Tobacco etc. Please visit our website www.soofi.in for complete information about our company 

and product range.



Distributors for -   Aromatics Chemicals ex. Givaudan, Citrus Essential Oils ex. Capua,Cold 

Pressed Orange Oil, D'Limonene ex. LDC BrazilTriacetin, MCT Oil, Fatty Acids, Fatty Alcohols, 

Refined Glycerin, IPM/ IPP etc

***

Description of Products | Services offered 





















FIRMENICH AROMATICS PRODUCTION (INDIA) PVT. LTD

www.firmenich.com

ABR SAPPHIRE | PLOT NO.79 STREET 13 |M.I.D.C.|ANDHERI (EAST)

MUMBAI 400093 MAHARASHTRA  

 

+91-22 6852 3800

Rindia.Ing.Synth.Samples@firmenich.com

FIRMENICH - 
Firmenich is the world’s largest privately-owned perfume and taste  company, founded in 

Geneva, Switzerland, in 1895 and has been family owned for 126 years. Firmenich is a leading 

business-to-business  company operating primarily in the fragrance and taste market,  

specialized in the research, creation, manufacture and sale of perfumes,  flavors and ingredients. 

Renowned for its world-class research and  creativity, as well as its leadership in sustainability, 

Firmenich offers its  customers superior innovation in formulation, a broad and high-quality  

palette of ingredients, and state of the art technologies including  biotechnology, 

encapsulation, olfactory science and taste modulation.

At Firmenich, we count 83 affiliates which enable us to serve our customers needs in over 100 

markets.10,000 passionate people who believe that fragrance and taste can change the world 

for good. We create emotions through the sense of taste and smell. With our extensive 

experience, we create fragrances and flavors for our customers. Touching over 4 billion 

consumers several times a day, in more than 100+ markets: from their breakfast cereals and their 

coffee in the morning, to their shampoo, shower gel & fine fragrance when they go out at night.



VANILLA PLANIFOLIA MADAGASCAR INFUSION P2F : Creamy, leathery, woody, Vanilla 

Planifolia is profound, sensual and animalic, enhancing the gourmand bottom note in floral and 

amber compositions. It is carefully and responsibly sourced in Madagascar with full traceability 

through our proprietary digital application Path2Farm

 • SYLVAMBER™ – A vibrant modern woody note unveiling cedarwood, powdery, and ambery 

undertones. SYLVAMBER™ empowers perfumes while adding volume, elegance, warmth and 

sophistication to any composition. BIOTECHNOLOGY 

• Z11 HD – Intensifying the signature of a perfume, Z11 HD is a tenacious, and sensual dry woody 

ROSE DAMASCENA FIRAD – Floral, rosy, spicy, honey, balsamic. 

NATURALS 

note with an elegant ambery facet. Its process combines white biotechnology and green 

chemistry, resulting in a 100% renewable and 

Sharing Innovation 2022 collection of five prized ingredients celebrates Firmenich's dedication 

to nature, green science and cutting-edge technology. The launch of this collection follows 

directly in the footsteps of Firmenich announcing its ambition to be #1 in Conscious Perfumery 

by 2030. Conscious Perfumery brings together the best of nature and science through a 

responsible and sustainable approach based on innovation and principles of green chemistry. 

This collection positively reinforces this mission with its renewable and sustainable ingredients, 

responsibly sourced naturals with fact-based transparency, and a positive impact on the planet 

and its people. SYNTHETICS 

• MUGUISSIMO™ – A brand new floral Muguet note, born from green synthesis, serving as an 

exceptionally elegant and competitive Lily-of-the-valley ingredient. It offers freshness, and a 

natural cyclamen petal effect with watery and anisic undertones. MUGUISSIMO™ is the latest 

addition to our unrivalled collection of fresh and transparent muguet notes, BEYOND MUGUET.

INGREDIENTS : We are using our expertise in Naturals, Synthetics and Biotechnology to invent a 

planet-friendly future. By providing renewable ingredients that inspire creators and respect the 

environment – responsibly sourced and produced for present and next generations to enjoy. 

Expanding into new markets Offering the best of nature to design high-performance bio-

sourced ingredients for industries With the acquisition of DRT (Les Dérivés Résiniques et 

Terpéniques) in 2020, we have become a leader in renewable and naturally-derived ingredients, 

paving the way for new endeavours in Health & Nutrition as well as new industrial markets.

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



MAMTA POLYCOATS

www.mamtapolycoats.com

244/P, PADRA – JAMBUSAR ROAD, VILLAGE – DHOBIKUVA,

TALUKA – PADRA DISTRICT - VADODARA PIN- 391440 GUJARAT

+91 98240 72230

info@mamtapolycoats.com

Mamta Polycoats is a leading manufacturer and exporter of non-toxic and  eco-friendly Citric 

Acid Esters mainly Triethyl Citrate, Tributyl Citrate for  flavours & fragrances & Adipate Esters 

mainly Diisopropyl Adipate for  Cosmetics & Personal Care. Our focus on quality and cost 

competitiveness has helped us to establish a global presence and became the partner of choice  

for most of the largest multinationals and the biggest brands in the world  today.
Key certifications :-

2. FSSC 22000 V5 (GFSI Certification) (Bureau VERITAS, UK) 

3. U.S FDA Registered 

1. ISO 9001:2015 (Bureau VERITAS, UK) 

4. STAR K-Kosher certification 

5. COSMOS certification from ECOCERT 

6. REACH Registered 

7. FSSAI Registered 

8. SEDEX (SMETA 4 pillar Audited) 

9. ECOVADIS (Bronze medal)



Triethyl citrate is triester of citric acid and ethyl alcohol. Triethyl citrate is a  naturally sourced and 

versatile sourced active ingredient because of its molecular structure and natural source it finds 

space in different fields Like, 

A. Personal Care 

-As a perfume fixer 

-Hand Creams 

-Sun care Creams 

-Film for Hair Spray. 

-Anti-aging Cream 
-Body lotions 
-Deodorant Spray 

-Foot balms 

-Roll on Deo 

B. Food Products 
-As flavouring Agent 

-Nail Polish 

-Facial creams 

-Energy Drinks 

-Facial Moisturizer 
-Hand Creams 

-Perfume and Fragrances 

-Foam Stabilizer in egg white 
-Soft Drinks 

C. Pharmaceutical 
-Pharmaceutical Aid(plasticizer) 
-Capsule Coating 

-Surface active agent 

-Beads 

-Polishes and waxes 

-Coatings and Adhesives 

-Taste Masking 

-Washing and cleaning products 
-Air care products 

-Machine wash liquids/Detergents 

-Pseudo-emulsifier in E-cigarette juices 

-Paints 

D. General and other applications 

-Pest control products 

-Plasticizer for vinyl resins and cellulose acetates 

-Disinfectants 

-Tablet Coating 

-Plasticizer and humectant for cigarette filters 

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



BIOLANDES

www.biolandes.com

LE SEN 40420 FRANCE

+33 558510000

Correspondance@biolandes.com

The Biolandes Group is an independent family-owned French company whose core activity is the 

production of aromatic plant extracts for professionals in the beauty, well-being and nutrition 

sectors. Since it was founded by Dominique Coutière in the late 1970s, the group has diversified 

greatly and expanded around the world. Today this development enables the Biolandes group 

to: 

Exert close control over its sources of plant raw materials  Offer its partners a very wide range of 

natural extracts  Offer its clients “turnkey” solutions, especially in the nutritional supplements 

sector Deploy its distribution network worldwide  Optimize the reuse and recycling of its plant 

by-products  Represented in India by Associate Allied Chemicals based in Bombay, we supply 

many of our natural extracts in India to various sectors like perfumes , incense sticks, and 

cosmetics industries.



Since its creation in 1980, Biolandes has been conscientiously working as regards to nature and 

people. Minimizing our impact on the environment and preserving local ecosystems have always 

been at the heart of our decisions. 

RECYCLING OUR RESSOURCES… Our sustainable commitment is expressed through our choice 

to promote a full valorization of the initial raw materials by exploiting their full natural potential. 

Thus, we recycle as much as possible the by-products resulting from the transformation of 

natural raw materials into extracts. This allows us to offer our customers an alternative range 

from these co-products, and to minimize the impact on nature by optimizing the initial extraction 

process, while revealing new facets of an authentic raw material. … 

THANKS TO A SPECIFIC RANGE OF PRODUCTS This is how our « bioabsolute » range was born 

nearly 30 years ago and recently switched to « by-absolute ». This range of products, resulting 

from material recycling, is a benefit that highlights each of the raw materials we process. It is an 

opportunity to prove the new organoleptic and biochemical potential of raw materials by 

providing unique scents that enrich the perfumer’s palette; while contributing to the 

development of a circular economy, supporting a sustainable industry.

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



AARAV FRAGRANCES & FLAVORS PVT LTD (INGREDIENTS DIVISION)

www.aarav.co

AARAV HOUSE , PLOT NO A-152/153, ROAD NO 25 WAGLE ESTATE, 

MIDC, THANE WEST  400604 MAHARASHTRA

91-22-41130200

shailesh.deshmukh@aarav.co

AARAV, was incorporated in 2007, and since then, we have ourselves to journeying down the 

olfactory paths. Looking for long-forgotten roads and hoping to ensure that everyone involved 

in taking that journey is taken care of. We enhance your everyday experience by creating positive 

emotions with our widespread, innovative and unforgettable products for fragrances, flavours & 

aroma chemicals crafted with an extensive knowledge, experience and through thorough 

understanding of the consumers across the globe. We take pride in transforming ideas into 

reality through our creativeness, innovation and commitment to continually create a remarkable 

sensorial experience to ignite happy memories.Everything we are and all that we do is deeply 

rooted in our philosophy of Balance, Clarity & Integrity. We understand and live the art & science 

of creating memorable fragrances catering to Home & Personal care Industry, Delectable 

flavours for bakery, confectionary, beverages & savory. We also create unique specialty 

ingredients to give edge to your creations in fragrance industry



GalbeOne : Green, fruity, floral. Powerful & Diffusive Irisambrol: Woody-amber. Extraordinary 

elegance Trans 4 Decenal: Aldehydic, Citrus, green. Diffusive & impactful Irone AA: Iris, powdery, 

soft. Odor principle of Orris root  Lily Butenal: Muguet, Fresh, transparent. Floral power

Aarav makes high value impact Aroma chemicals used as ingredients in the Fragrance and Flavor 

industry. The promotion of the following ingredients is planned during 2022 

***

Description of Products | Services offered 





















SYNAROME

www.synarome.com

4 RUE CHARLES TELLIER CHARTRES 28 000 FRANCE

+33 2 37 28 47 68

info@synarome.com

Our perfumers' expertise allows us to support our clients and guarantee them a high quality.

Known for our emblematic bases that are Ambrarome or Animals, we offer a large choice of ingredients in 

each olfactory family. 

Working worldwide, Synarome is able to deliver its clients in a timely manner thanks to a strong supply 

chain.

With its expertise in organic chemistry and distillation, Synarome supports its customers in the long term 

by providing an exclusive portfolio. Thanks to its sophisticated and adaptable equipment, Synarome 

produces a wide range of ingredients and offers custom manufacturing.

Synarome is a French fragrance ingredients provider based in Chartres, in the heart of the Cosmetic 

Valley.

Between heritage and modernity, Synarome stands out by perpetuating the production of its legendary 

products and renewing itself through natural and synthetic ingredients.

All over the world, we distribute a wide range of signature ingredients that contains all its expertise and 

knowledge.

As a genuine and reliable partner, the satisfaction of our clients is our key priority and everything is done 

to certify a high level of service. Offering exceptional ingredients with passion and commitment, 

Synarome creates strong partnerships with its customers.

We have been producing iconic specialties, premium molecules, and natural extracts for more than 95 

years, to enhance creativity.



LANXESS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

www.lanxess.in  

ROAD NO 27, MIDC, WAGLE ESTATE,THANE (WEST) 
400604 MAHARASHTRA

022-2587 1000

infoindia@lanxess.com

LANXESS is listed in the leading sustainability indices Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI World 

and Europe) and FTSE4Good.

LANXESS is a leading specialty chemicals company based in Germany with sales of EUR 7.6 billion 

in 2021. The company currently has about 14,900 employees in 33 countries. The core business of 

LANXESS is the development, manufacturing and marketing of chemical intermediates, 

additives, specialty chemicals and plastics.

LANXESS is a major supplier of Toluene derivatives manufactured at its production facilities in 

Nagda; India, Germany, USA, The Netherlands and UK. The organization completed the 

acquisition of Emerald Kalama Chemical in 2021, thus becoming one of the leading providers of 

aroma chemicals for flavors and fragrances industry.



In the presentation the beauty of the post acquisition combined aroma chemicals portfolio for 

Flavor & Fragrance compounding will be highlighted. We offer an extensive range of fragrances: 

floral, spicy, citrus, woody, and earthy aromas, as well as fresh and soapy scents.

LANXESS Flavors & Fragrances (F&F) business unit develops and produces flavors and 

fragrances, preservatives, and animal nutrition products. Our F&F substances are found in 

various everyday consumables, such as fine fragrances, cosmetics and personal care products, 

detergents and cleaning agents, beverages, baked goods, candles, oils, and animal feed.

***

Description of Products | Services offered 



VIMAL LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD

www.vimallifesciences.com

B-42, 1ST FLOOR, NANDBHUVAN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI 

CAVES ROAD,ANDHERI (EAST),MUMBAI 400093 MAHARASHTRA

7710016616 | 8291820939 

Samiksha.pande@vimallifesciences.com

Vimal Life Sciences Pvt Ltd. a member of Vimal Group, is dealing in ingredients and technologies 

related to Flavour & Fragrance, Personal Care, Home Care & Pharmaceutical. Our state-of-the art 

Technical Service & Innovation Centre is equipped with most modern equipments and is pivotal 

in supporting our customers with development of innovative application formulations and 

formats.

Vimal Group of Companies, an ISO 9001: 2008 Certified & Care rated organization, is a market 

leader in distribution of chemicals & related services in India. Headquartered in Mumbai, the 

company operates a national network with 3 regional offices and 6 warehouse locations. We 

cater diverse end-use industries such as coatings, adhesives, construction chemicals, wire & 

cable, leather, packaging, personal care, pharmaceuticals, water treatment, textiles, paper, 

agriculture and related industries.



Glycasol (Green Solvent).

Rohdis Aromatics:

BASF:

Benzyl Alcohol, Benzyl Acetate, Benzyl Benzoate, Cinnamic Aldehyde & Benzaldehyde.

DPG, PG-USP, DOWANOL DPM

Others:

Anthamber (Iso E Super), Dihydromyrcenol (DHM), Geraniol 98, Nerol 90, Linalool, Piperonal 

(Heliotropin), Majantol (Lilivol), Florether (Anther), Ethyl Safranate, Verdantal (Vertral) and 

Isolongifolanone (Chandanone)

Lanxess India Pvt Ltd:

We Vimal Lifesciences Pvt. Ltd. Representing following products inFlavor and Fragrances 

industries,

Anthea Aromatics Pvt Ltd:

Hexamoll Dinch (Substitute of Phthalate). 

Triacetin, D Limonene.

DOW:

Glacon Chemie:

Yara Yara

Noigen HCX 40M, Noigen 9031, Polysorgen 20 (These are the Solubilizers).
Dai-Ichi:

***

Description of Products | Services offered 













Fragrances  &  Flavours Association of India

Address: Navinchandra Ranchhoddas Shah Hall,2-B, 2Nd Floor,
35, Court Chambers, S V Thackersey Marg, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400020

SPONSORS:

Association Partner Media Partner  

Media 

Partner 

mail@fafai.org

022 - 22090184 / 022 - 22076075

www.fafai.org 


